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AB S TR A C T
X -ra y  M etallic ities  and Lum inosity Functions 
of G alaxy Clusters
by
Sandip Thanki
D r. George Rhee, E xam ination Com m ittee Chair 
Associate Professor 
U niversity o f Nevada, Las Vegas
We present a comparison o f the photom etric quantities o f rich  galaxy clusters to  
th e ir X -ray m e ta llic ity  (Z ). The in tra -c luste r m edium  (IC M ) is enriched w ith  more 
m etals than  expected fo r a p rim ord ia l gas. The most plausible source o f the m etals 
are the constituent galaxies, in  pa rticu la r, supemovae winds from  those galaxies. In  
an eSort to  probe the  Z  variations, we studied photom etric quantities o f a sample 
o f galaxy clusters. W h ite  (2000) and Hom er (2001) present X -ray data fo r large 
samples o f clusters, includ ing th e ir m eta llic ity . We analyzed photom etric data fo r a 
sample o f 35 clusters chosen from  th e ir lis t. Here, we present lum inosity functions 
for those clusters w ith  a m e ta llic ity  range o f 0.00 to  0.42 Z@. There is a possible 
decrease in  r  band characteristic m agnitude (M ^), o f the lum inosity functions fo r 
the clusters, as th e ir m eta lhcity increases. T h is result favors the hypothesis o f IC M  
enrichment due to  supernovae winds.
m
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C H APTER  1 
IN TR O D U C TIO N
F irs t studied in  visib le lig h t in  the early 20^^ century by W bh (1906), clusters 
o f galaxies are massive, v iria lized , high density systems consisting o f a few hundred 
to  thousand galaxies bound by se lf-gravity in  a radius o f about 2 M pc. C luster 
galaxies are predom inantly e llip tica ls or 80s, and an exceptionally massive galaxy 
called a cD galaxy is found in  the center o f many o f the  clusters (Sarazin 1988). 
The to ta l lum inosity  o f a galaxy cluster is 10^^ L@ (P aro lin  et al. 2003). G alaxy 
clusters are the largest objects whose to ta l masses can be d irec tly  estim ated using 
th e ir ve locity dispersion. They have velocity dispersions o f 300 — 1800 km /s  (S truble 
&; Rood 1999) and the masses are on the order o f 10^^ — 10^^ M@ (G arlberg et al. 
1996). The space between the galaxies is fille d  w ith  gas th a t has a tem perature o f 
^  10^ — lO ^K (W h ite  2000; Ikebe et al. 2002; Horner 2001). The number density 
o f the gas molecules is on the order o f 10"^ — 10"^ cm "^ (Schindler 2004), and 
brem sstrahlung rad ia tion  from  th is  in tra -cluster m edium  (IC M ) can be detected 
through X-rays. The mass o f the IC M  is about 2-10 tim es the mass o f the cluster 
galaxies. The combined mass o f the IC M  and the galaxies is <  30% of the v ir ia l 
mass o f the cluster (Hom er 2001).
1.1 In tra -c luste r M e ta llic ity  and The Enrichm ent Mechanisms
The X -ray spectra o f IC M s contain lines o f heavy elements (W h ite  2000; Horner 
2001). The lines correspond to  m eta llic ities o f about 0.2 to  0.4 in  solar units. This 
hnding im plies th a t the IC M  cannot be pure ly p rim ord ia l. P art of the gas must
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
have come from  the in te r-ste lla r medium (ISM ) o f the constituent galaxies o f the 
clusters. A  varie ty o f mechanisms can be responsible fo r the transport o f the parts 
of ISM  in to  the IC M .
Schindler (2004) discusses fo iu  weh-accepted processes th a t can po ten tia lly  en­
rich  the IC M : ram-pressure stripp ing, galactic w inds, galaxy-galaxy in te raction  and 
je ts from  active galaxies.
ÀBEIL31Z9
.
Figure 1 Evidence IC M  enrichment by ram-pressure s tripp ing  in  an X -ray image of 
AbeU 2125 taken by the Chandra Telescope (W ang et. a l 2004)
F irs t suggested by G uim  &: G o tt (1972), ram-pressure s tripp in g  is a mechanism 
in  which a galaxy approaching the cluster center experiences the increasing pressure 
of the IC M  and loses its  m etal enriched ISM  to  the in tra -c luste r gas. As described 
by Shu (1982), th is  mechanism is analogous to  the  w ind  knocking the ha t oR a 
rap id ly  pedaling cychst. F igure 1 shows th is  mechanism a t w ork in  the cluster 
AbeH 2125. A n  X -ray tra il appears on one side o f the fast-m oving galaxy C153 due
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
to  ram-pressure s tripp ing  (Wang et. al 2004).
S im ulations done by Bekki et. al (2002) suggest th a t ram-pressure stripp ing  
could also be responsible fo r transform ing sp ira l galaxies in to  passive spirals w ith  
weak or absent star form ation. Hubble Space Telescope observations have revealed 
sig n ificant numbers o f passive sp ira l galaxies in  d istan t clusters (e.g. Dressier et. al 
1999). Passive sp ira l galaxies are like ly  to  be a key galaxy popula tion in  tran s ition  
between red, ehiptical/SO  galaxies in  low -redshift clusters and blue, sp ira l galaxies 
more numerous in  h igher-redshift clusters (G oto et. a l 2003). This could provide 
an explanation fo r the Butcher-Oem ler effect which shows th a t the fraction  o f spira l 
galaxies increases w ith  redshift (Butcher &  Oemler 1984). I f  ram-pressure s trip ­
ping is a dom inant mechanism fo r IC M  enrichment, a redsh ift-m eta lhcity connec­
tio n  can be expected. The IC M  m eta lhcity should decrease w ith  increasing redshift. 
M ushotzky &: Loewenstein (1997) and Horner (2001) End no evolution in  IC M  abun­
dance w ith  increasing redshift. B e tte r m eta lhcity measurements are needed to  reach 
a dehnitive conclusion. Since ram-pressure stripp ing  is density dependent, Renzini 
(1997) has argued th a t it  cannot have played a m a jo r role because a corre lation 
between velocity-dispersion, a property related to  cluster density, and m etahicity 
is not supported by observations. This has m otivated us to  compare redshift w ith  
m etah ic ity and compare IC M  m etah ic ity w ith  the galaxy number density o f the 
clusters.
G alactic w inds, driven by supemovae, are another possible process fo r IC M  
enrichment. The out-how ing enriched supernova gas is blown in to  the IC M . Mathews 
&: Baker (1971) proposed th a t the absence o f observable gas in  ehipticals can be due 
to  the heating produced by supernova blast waves. Calculations show th a t enough 
metals can be passed on to  the IC M  by the cluster galaxies in  a tim e shorter than 
the Hubble tim e, under a varie ty o f in itia l conditions, to  have present amount of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 2 Evidence fo r IC M  enrichment by Supernova W inds in  a B ,V  and image 
o f the C igar G alaxy M82 taken by the Subaru Telescope (Lehnert 1999)
IG M  m e ta llic ity  (De Young 1978).
Figure 2, an image o f the C igar G alaxy M82 taken by the Subaru Telescope, 
shows th is  process enriching the halo w ith  the w inds m oving towards the IC M  
(Lehnert 1999).
I t  has been suggested th a t decreasing galactic mass can lead to  increasing outEow 
o f metals from  the galaxies due to  th a t fact th a t lower-mass galaxies have shallower 
po ten tia l wells (Larson 1974; Larson &: D inerste in 1975). This im plies th a t the IC M  
m e ta llic ity  would increase w ith  increasing num ber o f low-mass galaxies. I t  has been 
shown th a t the ISM  m etah ic ity  increases w ith  increasing galaxy mass in  low-mass 
galaxies (Tam ura 2001). Th is could mean th a t high mass galaxies would re ta in  th e ir 
m eta lhcity more eS iciently than  low  mass galaxies, im p ly ing  a IC M  m etahicity-m ass 
re lation. For a constant m ass-to-hght ra tio , th is  w ould transla te  to  a m eta lhcity-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 3 Evidence fo r IC M  enrichment by Mergers in  a composite image o f the cluster 
RDCS 1252.9-2927 w ith  the X -ray data from  the Chandra and XM M -N ew ton X -ray 
telescopes and the op tica l data from  the  Hubble Space Telescope and ground based 
V L T  (R osati et al. 2003)
lum inosity re la tion . A  cluster w ith  larger IC M  m etah ic ity can be expected to  have 
larger num ber o f low-mass (low -lum inosity) galaxies. This idea is tested in  th is  
project.
G alaxy-galaxy interactions, or galactic mergers, also play a role in  passing on 
the ISM  m e ta llic ity  to  IC M . Close encounters between two or more galaxies can 
tidah y  s trip  gas from  the galaxies in to  the  IC M . Such encounters can also result in to  
mergers blow ing pa rt o f the in terstehar gas in to  the IC M . Figure 3, a composite o f 
and X -ray and optica l data o f the cluster RDCS 1252.9-2927 at the redshift o f 1.24, 
shows X -ray concentration around the galaxies merging toward the cluster center
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 4 Evidence fo r IC M  enrichm ent by Jets in  an X -ray image o f the cluster 
RBS767 from  the Chandra telescope (De F ihppis 2002)
(R osati et al. 2003). The X -ray data is from  the Chandra and XM M -N ew ton X -ray 
telescopes and the op tica l data is from  the Hubble Space Telescope and ground based 
V LT . Enriched X -ray emission from  the m erging galaxies indicate outEow o f the gas 
in to  the IC M . The galaxy-galaxy in teractions would be more common in  a dense 
cluster or a cluster w ith  h igh velocity-dispersion. As m entioned above, a corre lation 
between m eta lhcity and velocity-d ispersion is not supported by observations.
Another possible mechanism is je ts th a t are em itted by active galaxies in  the 
clusters. F igure 4 shows a Chandra image o f the cluster RB8767 at the redshift o f 
0.35. The image shows two X -ray m inim a, indicated by the arrows, on bo th  side 
of the cluster center th a t ind icate in te raction  o f the galaxy je ts and the IC M . The 
m e ta llic ity  o f the IC M  drops ra d ia lly  from  the cluster center, ind ica ting  enrichment 
o f the in tra -cluster gas v ia  je ts  (De F ihppis 2002). Therefore, the answer to  the ques­
tio n  o f whether the cluster has had a h is to ry  of je ts can be found in  the m eta lhcity 
gradients.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
There could exist other mechanisms, in  add ition  to  the four above, th a t are re­
sponsible fo r the m eta l enrichment o f the in tra -cluster gas. In tra -cluster supemovae 
have been discovered th a t could also enrich the IC M  (Dom ainko et al. 2004). Dust 
grain expulsion by ste lla r rad ia tion  pressure has also been considered a po ten tia l 
mechanism (W iebe 1999).
W hether one o f the mechanisms discussed above is more e&cient over the others 
and plays a dom inant role in  IC M  enrichment is a question o f debate. Com puter 
sim ulations w ith  d ifferent enrichm ent processes have been performed, and the results 
have been quite discordant. Gnendin (1998) found th a t galaxy mergers eject most 
o f the gas, w hile galactic w inds play only a m inor role. A guirre et al. (2001) argue 
th a t ram-pressure and tid a l in teractions are re la tive ly  ineffective in  transferring 
m e ta llic ity  to  the IC M  and w inds are most im portan t.
1.2 Source o f In tra rc luste r M e ta llic ity
The prim ary source o f the IC M  m e ta llic ity  are the galaxies w ith in  the clusters. 
Regardless o f the processes at work, a cluster w ith  more IC M  m e ta llic ity  would have 
had more contribu tions from  the constituent galaxies than a cluster w ith  low  IC M  
m eta llic ity. Th is suggests a connection between optica l characteristics o f the cluster 
galaxies and the m e ta llic ity  o f the IC M . A  lum inosity function  o f a cluster is one 
o f the basic measurement o f its  op tica l data. A n a ly tica l functions can be Et to  the 
lum inosity functions to  generate quan tita tive  descriptions such as the slope o f the 
functions at the fa in t end and a characteristic m agnitude o f the cluster.
1.3 O utline
The m ajor goal o f th is  w ork is to  search fo r a connection between the am ount o f 
in tra-cluster m e ta llic ity  and its  source, presum ably the galaxies th a t move through
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the in tra -c luste r medium.
We have obtained photom etric data through observations at the M D M  observa­
to ry  and from  the archive o f Sloan D ig ita l Sky Survey fo r a sample of Abeh clusters 
(A be ll 1958). Lum inosity functions are generated for a sample o f galaxy clusters 
whose m eta lhcity is known. In  efforts to  End the contribu tions Erom m eta lhcity 
transfer mechanisms to  IC M , discussed in  section 1.1, we compare the fohowing 
parameters w ith  the IC M  m etahicity: redshift, characteristic m agnitude o f the lu ­
m inosity functions and the fa in t-end slope o f the lum inosity functions.
In  chapter 2 we discuss how the sample fo r th is  p ro ject was selected. For better 
sta tistics the size o f the sample was m axim ized by using a ll the available optica l 
data, w ith  redsh ift constra in t, fo r the clusters whose m etalhcities are known.
The IC M  m etalhcities used in  th is  pro ject were found using the data from  the 
ASCA X -ray telescope. In  chapter 3 we discuss the telescope and the instrum ents 
used to  cohect the X -ray data. We also describe the process fo r com puting the 
m eta lhcity from  the X -ray data.
P re lim inary op tica l data fo r th is  p ro ject were obtained using the M D M  1.3-m 
telescope at the K it t  Peak N a tiona l Observatory. We describe the telescope and the 
instrum entation used to  cohect the data in  chapter 4. The data reduction, done 
using the Image Reduction and Analysis Facihty (IR A F ), is also described in  th is  
chapter.
The area o f the clusters on the sky could not be covered by one CCD exposure. 
Mosaics were created by jo in in g  several CCD images to  create a single image for 
a cluster. In  chapter 5 we discuss the process used to  combine and cahbration the 
images using the standard stars.
Once the CCD images were reduced and, if  necessary, mosaiced, they were ready 
fo r sta r/ga laxy classiEcation and photom etry. In  chapter 6, we discuss the process
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
used fo r classiEcation and photom etry.
In  add ition  to  the data from  our observations, we also obtained data from  the 
A u tom atic  P late M easuring Catalog, m aintained by the In s titu te  o f Astronom y 
in  Cambridge, and the Sloan D ig ita l Sky Survey undertaken a t the Apache Point 
Observatory, in  Sunspot, New Mexico. In  chapter 7 we discuss the archives and 
compare the photom etry from  diEerent sources.
Once the  data was com piled, we generated cluster lum inosity functions in  efforts 
to  param eterize the cluster photom etry. In  chapter 8 we outline  the process used to  
generate the lum inosity functions (LF ), ana lytica l functions th a t are Et to  the LFs, 
and present the LFs and the Ets.
In  chapter 9 we present the results com paring the X -ray m e ta llic ity  to  the optica l 
parameters m entioned above. We conclude w ith  ideas fo r fu tu re  work.
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C H APTER  2 
TH E  SAM PLE
In  th is  chapter, we discuss our sample selection c rite ria  and the sources used to  
acquire the  data fo r the  sample.
One o f the goals fo r th is  p ro ject was to  investigate a possible connection between 
the X -ray m eta llic ities o f the in tra -cluster mediums (IC M ) and the  lum inosity func­
tions (LF ) o f the galaxy clusters. W h ite  (2000) and Hom er (2001) present IC M  
m eta llic ities fo r clusters w ith  a redshift range o f 0.00 to  0.45. The m ethod used by 
them  to  find  the m eta llic ities  is described in  the next chapter. O ur sample is drawn 
from their data sets.
A  lum inosity function  fo r a galaxy cluster is the number d is trib u tio n  fo r the 
lum inosity o f the cluster galaxies. Depending on the  distances to  the clusters and 
the lim itin g  m agnitude o f a telescope, only certa in  clusters can be observed to  gen­
erate m eaningful lum inos ity  functions. Th is is explained in  the fo llow ing argument. 
A  characteristic lum inosity  fo r a galaxy cluster can be found by E tting  ana lytica l 
functions to  the LF . One o f the w idely used models fo r galaxy cluster LF  has been de­
veloped by Schechter (1976). In  term s o f absolute m agnitude, the Schechter function 
fo r the diEerentia l LF  is n (M )d M  =  A; where M * is
the characteristic m agnitude, or the 'knee' o f the LF , a  is the slope o f the fa in t end o f 
the function, A; = ln (1 0 )/2 .5 , and is determ ined by requ iring  th a t the to ta l num­
ber o f galaxies expected by the Schechter function  equal the num ber of galaxies in  a 
given m agnitude range. F igure 5 is an example o f a typ ica l Eeld corrected LF  fo r a 
galaxy cluster. The characteristic m agnitude, M *, o f galaxy clusters ranges around
10
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Figure 5 Lum inosity function  fo r A b e ll 1689
the absolute m agnitude o f -22. Absolute m agnitude is given b y M  =  m —/ / —A — 
where m is the apparent m agnitude, is the distance m odulus, and A  is the galactic 
absorption. is the K -correction which corrects fo r the stretching of the spectrum  
due to  the redsh ift, and is estim ated by =  2.5 log (1 +  z) (Sandage 1973). The 
distance m odulus, ^  =  42.384 — 5 lo g (/i) -j- 5 log(z), where z is the redshift and 
h =  Tfo/100, Lfo being the Hubble constant (See A ppendix fo r derivation o f /.t). 
Figure 5 shows M * determ ined using the Schechter function  fo r the cluster Abeh 
1689. In  order to  ob ta in  a reliable M * using the lum inosity  function, there needs be 
su&cient amount o f data on the fa in t end o f the LF  beyond the characteristic mag­
nitude at least up to  one m agnitude. To generate the LF  ju s t for the cluster, and 
not for the cluster Eeld, one needs to  subtract the background galaxies in  the survey 
region from  each m agnitude bin. I t  is found using the Sloan D ig ita l Sky Survey 
(SDSS) th a t the num ber o f galaxies A (m ) per square degrees per m agnitude in  the
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Figure 6 Lum inosity function  fo r A b e ll 1576
R  band can be approxim ated by N (m )= (0 .39  ±0.063) m  — (4.67 ±  1.01) (Parolin et 
al.2003). For a d istan t cluster, M * would correspond to  fa in te r apparent m agnitude 
than a nearby cluster. A t fa in te r m agnitudes (>  20) the number o f background 
galaxies per square degrees would have signihcant con tribu tion  to  the to ta l counts 
from  the cluster Eeld. Therefore, the cluster contrast against the background is less 
strong fo r higher redshift clusters. Th is induces greater errors towards the b righ t 
end o f high redshift cluster lum inosity function  m aking it  d iE icu lt to  determ ine M * 
rehably. F igure 6 shows a cluster at the redsh ift o f 0.30 w ith  larger error-bars closer 
to  M * than  a cluster a t redshift o f 0.18 (F igure 5). A t higher redshifts the amount 
o f data towards the fmd-end o f the lum inosity  funciton  is also less. The values o f 
M * corresponding to  m  <  20 would provide much more rehable characteristic mag­
nitudes fo r the clusters. This can be clearly seen in  Figure 5. From m  =  M  +  //, 
fo r the apparent m agnitude o f 20 to  correspond w ith  the absolute m agnitude o f -22,
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typ ica l M * value, the upper liiu it  on the redsh ift would be 0.42. This eEect is 
somewhat compensated by tendency to  select richer cluster at high redshift.
Based on the ava ila b ility  o f data th a t would provide rehable values fo r the 'knee' 
o f the lum inosity functions, we selected 34 clusters o f galaxies in  our sample. D ata 
fo r 16 clusters were obtained at the M D M  Observatory in  Tuscon, A rizona in  summer 
o f 2000. The rig h t ascension range o f the M D M  data was lim ite d  to  10h-18h fo r our 
observing dates. The telescope used was a 1.3 m eter rehector. The m agnitude lim it 
o f the telescope lim ite d  the redshift to  0.2. D ata fo r 24 clusters were obtained 
usmg the A u tom atic  P late Measurement (A P M ) archive. The selection was based 
on the redsh ift o f the clusters w ith  z =  0.1 being the lim it. This data turned 
out to  be non-usable fo r the reasons explained in  Chapter 7. D ata fo r 30 clusters 
were obtained from  the Sloan D ig ita l Sky Survey (SDSS). 2.5 m eter SDSS telescope 
is capable o f photom etry to  much fa in te r m agnitudes than  M D M  and A P M  and 
therefore, the  clusters chosen from  SDSS had the redsh ift lim it o f z =  0.35. The 
clusters th a t were common among the surveys were used fo r comparison o f the 
results. D ata acquisition through observing and from  the archives is described in  
the fo llow ing chapters.
Table 1 shows the complete sample along w ith  the centra l redshifts and the X -ray 
m etalhcities o f the clusters.
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Table 1 Sample
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Cluster z Zo) 90 %cl Source
A0963 0.21 0.34 0.26 - 0.42 M D M
A0990 0.14 0 23 0 .1 8 - 0.27 M D M
.A1068 0.14 0.42 0.36 - 0.48 M D M
.A4204 0T7 0.35 0.28 - 0.43 M D M
j\4553 0T7 0.25 0.18 - 0.32 M D M
.A1650 0.08 &40 0 .3 7 - 0.43 M D M
.A4689 0.18 0.32 0.28 - 0.37 M D M
.A4914 0.17 0.30 0.24 - 0.36 M D M
.A1942 0.22 &27 0 .1 2 - 0.44 M D M
;A2034 0.11 0.29 0.23 - 0.34 M D M
.A2104 0T6 0.32 0.26 - 0.38 M D M
.A2142 &09 0.28 0.23 - 0.33 M D M
.&2204 0T5 &39 0.34 - 0.44 M D M
j\2218 0T8 &20 0 .1 4 -0 .2 5 M D M
.A2219 0.23 0.27 0.19 - 0.34 M D M
.&2261 0.22 0.37 0.29 - 0.45 M D M
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The Sample (C ont.)
C luster z Zo) 90"%cl Source
A0267 0.23 0.26 0 .17 -0 .34 SDSS
A0611 0.29 0T9 0 .12 - 0.27 SDSS
A0697 0.28 0.24 0 .17 -0 .31 SDSS
A0773 0.20 0.29 0.20 - 0.38 SDSS
A0854 0.21 ao9 0.00 - 0.19 SDSS
A0959 0.35 &04 0.00 - 0.19 SDSS
A0963 0.21 0.34 0.26 - 0.42 SDSS
A0990 0.14 0.23 0.18 - 0.27 SDSS
A1068 0T4 0T2 0.36 - 0.48 SDSS
A1430 0.21 Œ00 0.00 - 0.08 SDSS
A1553 0.17 &25 0 .18 -0 .32 SDSS
.A1576 0.30 0.25 0 .14 -0 .36 SDSS
.A1650 0.08 &40 0.37 - 0.43 SDSS
.A4682 0.23 &21 0.10 - 0.32 SDSS
.A1689 0.18 0.32 0.28 - 0.37 SDSS
.A4704 0.22 0.37 0.26 - 0.49 SDSS
.A4763 0T9 0T2 0 .05 -0 T 9 SDSS
.&1774 0T7 a08 0.02 - 0.14 SDSS
.A4835 0,25 &30 0.24 - 0.37 SDSS
.A4914 0T7 &30 0.24 - 0.36 SDSS
.A4942 0.22 0.27 0.12 - 0.44 SDSS
.A4995 0.32 0T9 0.01 - 0.36 SDSS
.&2029 &08 0 32 0.29 - 0.35 SDSS
.A2034 O T l &29 0.23 - 0.34 SDSS
.&2142 &09 0.28 0.23 - 0.33 SDSS
.&2219 0.23 0.27 0 .1 9 -0 .3 4 SDSS
A2244 OTO 0.29 0.25 - 0.33 SDSS
.A2255 &08 0.31 0.26 - 0.35 SDSS
.A2259 0T6 0T8 0 .1 2 -0 .2 4 SDSS
.A2670 T08 0.25 0.18 - 0.33 SDSS
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CHAPTER 3
X -R A Y  M E T A LL IC IT IE S  OF T H E  IC M
In  th is  chapter we review  the X -ray instrum ents th a t collected the X -ray data 
used in  th is  pro ject, models fo r determ ining X -ray m eta llic ities o f the IC M , and the 
process used to  End the m eta llic ities.
3.1 The X -ray Instrum ents
A n X -ray space telescope m ission using a satehite called Advanced Satehite 
fo r Cosmology and Astrophysics (ASC A) was undertaken between 1993 and 2001. 
ASCA was in itia lly  named A stro -D  and was launched by Japan's In s titu te  o f Space 
and A stonautica l Science (ISAS). The X -ray telescope (X R T) on ASCA was de­
veloped as a co llaboration between Japanese and U.S. scientists. I t  was the hrst 
X R T  capable o f simultaneous im aging and spectroscopic observations over an en­
ergy range o f 0.5-10 keV (Tanaka et al. 1994). The ASCA X R T  collected data w ith  
two types o f instrum ents, the Gas Im aging Spectrometer (G IS) and the Sohd-state 
Im aging Spectrometer (SIS).
GIS is an im aging gas sc in tilla tio n  proportiona l counter (IG SPC). Focused X - 
ray photons enter the detector th rough a th in  be ry llium  entrance w indow in to  the 
"d r ift region" containing Xenon w ith  ten percent o f Helium . The X-rays ionize the 
Xenon atoms and the electrons produced by the ion iza tion d r ift in to  the "sc in tilla tio n  
region" which contains the same m ix tu re  o f gases as the "d r ift region." The electrons 
in  the "sc in tilla tio n  region" are accelerated by a strong electric fie ld  para lle l to  the 
entrance w indow whose voltage is such th a t the electrons gain enough energy to
16
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Figure 7 D iagram  o f ASCA
excite Xenon atoms b u t no t to  ionize them. W hen these exited atoms de-excite, u ltra  
v io le t sc in tilla tions w ith  th e ir in tens ity  proportiona l to  the energy of the orig ina l X - 
ray are produced. These sc in tilla tions are then detected by the position sensitive 
phototube (PSPT). The two-dim ensional position o f the sc in tilla tio n  corresponds to  
the position o f the incident X -ray photon since the electric held is para lle l to  the 
window.
SIS consists o f four 420 x  422 p ixe l Charge Coupled Device (CCD) chips. The 
chips are arranged in  an 2 x  2 array. Focused X -ray photons are absorbed in  the 
body of the detector and produce electrons whose to ta l charge is proportiona l to  
the o rig ina l photon energy. Since SIS is d irec tly  exposed to  X-rays, it  is more prone 
to  rad ia tion  damage than  CIS.
The CIS circu la r held o f view  covers an area four tim es larger than the square 
held o f view o f SIS. The energy resolution o f SIS, on the other hand, is up to  four 
times better than CIS. Two SIS (SISO and S IS l) and two CIS (CIS2 and CIS3)
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operated sim ultaneously through four identica l X -ray telescopes. Four telescopes 
increased the to ta l effective area and provided consistency checks between the in ­
strum ents. F igure 7 shows a schematic diagram  o f ASCA. The follow ing table 
summarizes some basic properties o f the telescope.
Table 2 ASCA XR T
P roperty Value
Length 4.7 m
Mass 417 kg
Focal Length 3.5 m
A ngular Resolution 20% o f the photons are w ith in  T
GIS fie ld  o f view 50  ̂ (c ircu la r)
SIS held o f view 22' X 22' (square)
Energy range 0.5-10 keV
GIS Energy Resolution (E /A E ) ^  13 a t 6 keV
SIS Energy Resolution (E /A E ) 50 at 6 keV
Even though the  energy range o f bo th  types o f detectors is 0.5-10 keV, GIS is 
p ractica lly  insensitive below 1 keV. La ter in  the m ission accumulated rad ia tion  
damage to  the SIS CCDs made them  unusable below 0.8 keV. Figure 8 and Figure 
9 show examples o f images taken by GIS and SIS instrum ents.
3.2 The X -ray M etaU icity
The X -ray emission from  ho t IC M  is due to  therm al brem sstrahlung rad ia tion . 
The em issivity, e -̂̂ , a t frequency z/ from  an ion o f charge w ith  a tem perature o f 
Tr is given by,
where Tig and n, are the num ber density o f ions and electrons, respectively. The 
Gaunt i/), o f order un ity , corrects fo r quantum  mechanical eSects and fo r
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the effect o f d istan t colhsions. I t  is a slow ly varying function  o f tem perature and 
energy (Sarazin 1988).
W h ite  &  Buote (2000) use processed GIS observations obtained from  the H igh 
Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC) database to  de­
term ine the X -ray  tem peratures and abundances o f 106 clusters. Larger held o f view  
o f GIS allows them  to  determ ine the cluster properties to  larger rad ii. Spectra were 
obtained fo r each cluster fo r a band o f 1-9 keV. To determ ine the tem perature and 
the m eta llic ities o f the IC M  gas, a spectral model is h t to  the IC M  spectrum o f each 
cluster. The m odel used is a single therm al emission component (M E K A L: Mewe, 
Gronenschild, van den Oord 1985; Mewe, Lemen, van den O ord 1986), m odihed 
by foreground absorption (M orrison &  McCammon 1983) o f X -ray by neu tra l Hy­
drogen according its  galactic colum n density (S tark et al. 1992). Homer (2001) also 
computed m eta llic ities using the ASCA data fo r 273 clusters. The models used by 
Hom er are M E K A L  and Raym ond-Sm ith (Raym ond &: Sm ith 1977).
Figure 10 th rough  13 show the predicted spectra by the M E K A L m odel fo r 
various IC M  tem peratures and m eta llic ities. F igure 11 shows an a M E K A L spectra 
h t to  an ASCA spectra o f AbeU 85.
M eta llic itie s  com puted by W hite  (2000)and Horner (2001) are used in  th is  pro ject 
for investigating the re la tionship between the m etalhcities and the photom etric prop­
erties o f the galaxy clusters.
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CHAPTER 4
OBSERVATIONS A N D  D ATA R ED U C TIO N
In  th is  chapter we describe the telescope and the instrum entation used to  col­
lect the op tica l data fo r a p re lim inary sample. The data reduction process is also 
described.
4.1 Observations
A  sample o f 16 galaxy clusters was observed w ith  the M D M  1.3-m telescope at 
K it t  Peak N ationa l Observatory. The observations were made w ith  a 2048 x  2048 
CCD camera named Echehe. The camera is m anufactured by Scientihc Im aging 
Technologies (SITe). Each p ixe l is 24^m  wide, m aking the CCD 49 mm (2048 x  
24//m) on the sides. The M D M  1.3-m telescope has a scale o f 20.72'Ymm when used 
at y /7 .6  and 11.81"/m m  when used a t //1 3 .5 . Since the clusters o f galaxies are 
wide objects the telescope was setup to  give us 20.72"/m m  which translates to  a 
held o f view  o f 17' (49 mm  x  20.72") fo r our observations.
The observations were made on seven nights sta rting  on M ay 3, 2000. Three 
nights (M ay 3, 4 and 9) were photom etric w hile others where p a rtly  cloudy. D ur­
ing each clear n igh t Landolt standard stars were observed throughout the n igh t 
(Landolt 1992). D ivided in to  these three clear nights, a ll the clusters in  the sam­
ple were observed w ith  short exposure tim e o f one m inute. This was done so th a t 
we could calibrate the short exposure images using the standard stars. The short 
exposures could then be used to  ca librate the long exposure images recorded on 
non-photom etric nights.
24
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The m nnber of frames required to  image the clusters was determ ined based on 
the apparent sizes o f the clusters. The apparent size depends on the distance o f the 
cluster and the cosmology used.
The apparent angular size ^ radians o f an object o f size ^  M pc w ith  a redshift 
o f z is given by using ^ w ith  the angular size distance r  being
+  2
where Ho is the Hubble constant in  K m /s /M p c , c is the speed o f hght in  vacuum 
in  un its o f K m /s, % =  0.5A,n — A t- A ^  and A^ are the density parameters (Peacock 
1999).
For z =  0.16 the A be ll diam eter has an apparent size o f 17' (held o f view  o f our 
telescope) fo r Ho =  75 K m /s /M p c .
Clusters w ith  higher redshifts (z >  0.16) have sm aller angular sizes than  the 
held o f view o f 17'; therefore, a single exposure on the cluster center contains whole 
cluster. Such a d istan t cluster has to  be imaged fo r a longer exposure tim e fo r us 
to  have a high enough s ig n a l/ra tio  to  capture fa in t galaxies. H igh redshift clusters 
were imaged fo r 45 m inutes. To ensure qua lity  o f the images th is  exposure tim e was 
broken down in to  three 15 m inute  exposures and each 15 m inute exposure image 
was checked before the next image was taken. The images were shifted shghtly 
(20") w ith  respect to  each other. Th is technique, known as d ithering , takes away 
any inhom ogeneity due to  the  dust particles on the m irro r, bad pixels, or differences 
in  p ixe l sens itiv ity  th a t could exist in  in d iv idua l images from  the hna l combined 
image.
For clusters w ith  low  redsh ift (z <  0.16) the apparent sizes are bigger than  the 
held of view o f the telescope. D ifferent parts of such clusters had to  be imaged 
in d iv idua lly  in  order to  capture the  whole clusters. These images form ed mosaics
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of 2 x2  to  4 x4  depending on the distances, hence the sizes o f the clusters. The 
constituent images o f the  mosaics were taken in  such a way th a t they overlapped 
the adjacent images. Th is was to  ensure th a t we could d ig ita lly  attach them  w ithou t 
any loss o f data. Since the the clusters w ith  low redshift are nearby, a re la tive ly short 
exposure tim e is enough to  get high signal/noise fo r fa in t galaxies. Exposure tim e 
of 5 m inutes was used to  image each constituent held o f the low redshift (z <  0.16) 
clusters.
The exposure tim es were determ ined by the distance o f the clusters. To generate 
m eaningful lum inosity  functions, it  is required th a t we capture galaxies at least one 
m agnitude fa in te r than M * fo r the clusters as explained in  chapter 2. O ur exposure 
tim es were chosen to  give us h igh signal to  noise ra tio  fo r galaxies a t least one 
m agnitude fa in te r than  M *.
The clusters were observed w ith  the R band h lte r w ith  its  central wavelength at 
6300Àw ith a fu ll w id th  h a lf m axim um  of 1180Â. Figure 15 shows the response curve 
fo r th is  h lte r. The reason fo r observing in  the R band h lte r is th a t the m a jo rity  
o f the popula tion in  the galaxy clusters are e lhp tica l galaxies which are red and 
therefore observing them  in  the R  band gets us the most amount of hght allow ing 
us to  observe galaxies w ith  fa in te r magnitudes.
A  set o f ca lib ra tion  images was recorded along w ith  the data. There is a zero (or 
bias) exposure current th a t goes through the CCD camera every tim e the camera 
is triggered. This needs to  be taken out from  the images. Since th is  current could 
vary each n ight, several zero exposure images were taken each night. The images 
also have a common non -un ifo rm ity  in  them  due to  the spatia l variations in  the 
CCD's sensitiv ity  and the dust on the telescope optics. Th is non-un ifo rm ity can be 
characterized by observing un ifo rm  objects such as tw ihgh t sky. Such frames are 
called the hat helds. D iv is ion  o f the images by these hat helds removes the non-
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un ifo rm ity. In  order to  be able to  do th is , several Hat helds were observed at evening 
tw ihghts and the m orning tw ihghts. The reasons fo r m u ltip le  fla t held observations 
was to  be able to  average out the variations in  them.
4.2 D ata Reduction
The data were reduced using standard IR A F  (Image Reduction and Analysis 
Facility) tasks. The zero and hat held frames fo r each n ight were combined by 
averaging them  using the IR A F  tasks ZER O C O M BIN B and FLA TC O M B IN E . Some 
of the CCD pixels were not usable. A  bad p ixe l hie containing the coordinates o f
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pixels th a t were bad in  the CCD was used to  in terpo la te  the values of the bad pixels 
using the  adjacent p ixe l values. The CCD images also include a section in  the image 
called the overscan section. The overscan section is the section o f the CCD th a t is 
not exposed to  the hght and contains counts th a t would be pa rt o f the whole image. 
These counts need to  be removed from  the images, and overscan sections need to  be 
trim m ed out from  the images. The images were corrected fo r zero, hats, bad pixels 
and overscan using the IR A F  task CCDPROC.
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C H AP TER  5 
C A LIB R A T IO N
In  th is  chapter we discuss processing o f the reduced data, described in  chapter 
4, and ca lib ra tion  o f the images using the standard stars.
5.1 C reating Mosaics
Since the area o f our clusters on the sky could not be covered by one CCD 
exposure we created mosaics by jo in in g  several CCD images. To create a single 
image fo r a cluster, in d iv idua l images were combined using the overlap regions. 
One o f the images in  the set was chosen as a reference image. For rest o f the 
images, horizonta l and ve rtica l shifts in  the pixels were com puted using common 
stars in  the overlap regions. A ll the images o f the set were then combined, using 
the IM C O M B IN E  task o f IR A F , form ing one image fo r the  whole cluster. M u ltip le  
single held images, which were dithered, fo r high redshift clusters were also combined 
w ith  the IM C O M IN E  task. The only difference was th a t the shifts where sm all (20") 
compared to  the images th a t were mosaiced.
5.2 C luster Centers and The E quatoria l G rid
In  order to  generate a lum inosity  function  for a given cluster one has to  select 
galaxies w ith in  a region large enough to  include most o f member galaxies. A  region 
w ith  an Abeh radius (1.5 M pc) contains most of the cluster galaxies. Know ing the 
centers fo r the clusters is crucia l fo r determ ining the loca tion  o f th is  region. The 
centers o f the clusters are also found to  be the hottest regions o f the clusters. Such
29
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regions are ^  10^ — 10^ K  and radia te in  X-rays. The centers were found by using 
in tensity  ( / )  weighted moments on the SIS x-ray images, available through the ASCA 
archives. SIS images were chosen fo r th is  task because they have better spatia l 
resolution than  GIS images and provide be tte r accuracy fo r center coordinates. 
The a; and ^ coordinates o f the centers in  the un its fo r R ight Ascension (R A ) and 
D eclination (D EC ) are given by:
_ ^ (3:, l/)3; E Æ ^  ^(3:, 2/)2/
Locating these points on the CCD images requires m apping o f the R A  and DEC 
grid  on the images. Th is was done using the  U nited States N ationa l O bservatory 
(USNO) sky survey. The survey includes astrom etry o f the entire sky and can be 
used to  hnd the R A  and DEC fo r b righ t stars in  any held. The helds o f our CCD 
images were matched w ith  the USNO helds to  hnd the equatoria l coordinates using 
sets o f hve stars, four close to  the comers and one close to  the center. A n  IR A F  
coordinate transform ation  task, CCM AP, was used to  map the equatorial g rid  on 
the CCD images using the physical (in  un its  o f pixels) and equatorial coordinates 
o f the set o f stars.
5.3 C a lib ra tion  Using Standard Stars
On each o f the three clear nights, Lando lt (1992) standard stars were observed. 
These stars were used to  ca librate the short exposure images o f the clusters on those 
clear nights. A n  IR A F  task, PH O T, was used to  hnd the instrum enta l m agnitudes 
of the standard stars. The true  apparent m agnitudes fo r these stars were looked up 
in  the Landolt catalog. The re la tio n  between the instrum enta l magnitudes and the 
apparent m agnitudes is based on the colors and the airmasses o f the objects. The 
R band apparent m agnitude, E , is given by,
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72 — — 72% — 72a — 72$ (U  — 72) — (U  — 72)
where 72 is the apparent m agnitude, M r is the instrum enta l m agnitude, %r is the 
airmass, U —72 is the V —72 color index, and 72i, 72z, 72g and 724 constants. 724(y— 
72)%r te rm  is neghgible and therefore 724 is assumed to  be zero. The instrum enta l 
m agnitudes o f the standard stars were found by using the IR A F  task PH O T. To hnd 
the values fo r the constants, tw o separate catalogs were made, one containing the 
instrum enta l m agnitudes w ith  errors and the airmasses for the standard stars, and 
one contain ing the Landolt m agnitudes and (P —72) o f the same standard stars. The 
constants were computed using these catalogs and the IR A F  package P H O TC A L 
fo r each photom etric n ight. The values fo r the constants are shown in  Table 3.
Table 3 Constants fo r the transform ation  equation
N ight of 72i 722 72s
M ay 3 2.508 ±  0.018 0.123 ±0 .011 0.061 ±0 .013
M ay 4 2.385 ± 0 .105 0.187 ± 0 .057 0.139 ±0 .090
M ay 9 2.578 ±  0.038 0.097 ±  0.027 0.024 ±  0.024
The transform ation  equations w ith  the  constants above were used to  hnd the 
apparent m agnitudes fo r the b righ t stars in  the short exposure images taken on the 
clear nights. These brights stars are used to  calibrate the long exposure images 
taken on the nights th a t were no t photom etric. A ll our observations were made 
using the R band h lte r which restricts us from  using the 72s (P  — 72) te rm  in  our 
transform ation equations fo r the b righ t stars. This term s ahects the 100th place in  
the m agnitude adding an error o f less than  a percent o f a m agnitude. We thus set 
72s to  zero fo r ca lib ra ting  the b rig h t stars fo r the photom etric nights. The apparent 
magnitudes, calculated by th is  m ethod, were used on the non-photom etric nights to
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ûnd a zero po in t for the images taken on those nights.
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C H AP TER  6 
PH O TO M ETR Y
In  th is  chapter we discuss the photom etry o f the data th a t is reduced and cah- 
brated as discussed in  chapter 3 and 4. We also discuss how the s ta r/ga laxy classi- 
hcation is done.
6.1 S tar-G alaxy C lassification and Photom etry Using SExtractor
The photom etry done so fa r is on selected b righ t stars fo r cahbration and is done 
using the IR A F  task PH O T. Photom etry done by PH O T requires lis ts  o f coordinates 
fo r the  sets o f objects on which the photom etry is to  be done. In  order to  create such 
lis ts  fo r cluster galaxies, the stars and galaxies in  the images have to  be separated. 
PH O T also does photom etry using fixed circu la r aperture. For be tte r results, the 
aperture fo r galaxies should be varied based on the angular sizes and shapes o f the 
galaxies. Since the clusters in  our sample are rich  clusters o f galaxies, de-blending 
is also required fo r h igh density regions before perform ing photom etry. S E xtractor 
(Source E xtrac to r), software w ritte n  fo r such tasks, o p tim a lly  detects, deblends, 
measures and classifies sources from  images (B e rtin  &: Am outs, 1995). S E xtractor 
analyzes the images in  six steps: estim ation o f the sky background, detection, de- 
blending, h lte ring  o f the detection, photom etry and s ta r/ga laxy separation. Th is 
process is ideal fo r our pro ject.
The background is estim ated by chpping the local background histogram  ite ra ­
tive ly  u n til i t  converges at ±3cr around its  median, and recording the mean o f the 
chpped histogram  as the local background. I f  cr changes by more than 20% during
33
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the chpping process, the held is considered crowded and the mode o f the histogram  
is recorded as the background. A  background grid  is generated using th is  process 
fo r the  whole image.
A fte r the background is generated, the objects are detected using a technique 
called thresholding. 8-connected contiguous pixels above a threshold value from  the 
background, are extracted by convolving a Point Spread Function w ith  them . Th is 
is done using Lu tz 's  one pass a lgorithm  (Lu tz , 1979)
Deblending is done by re-thresholding at 30 different levels between prim ary 
extraction  threshold and its  peak value. I f  a branch o f m u ltip le  sets o f connected 
pixels is detected above a level and i f  the in tegrated p ixe l in tensity  (above the level) 
o f the branch is greater than  a certa in  fra c tio n  o f the to ta l in tensity  o f the composite 
object, the object is consider a blend o f m u ltip le  objects.
W hen dealing w ith  extended sources hke galaxies, i t  is possible th a t one could 
erroneously detect separate objects fo r peaks in  the wings o f such sources. SExtrac­
to r computes the con tribu tion  to  the mean surface brightness of each object from  its  
neighbors. T h is con tribu tion  is then subtracted, and i f  the mean surface brightness 
s till fa lls above the detection threshold, the  object is accepted as a separate object.
For each object S E xtractor computes 2 types o f magnitudes, one uses the adap­
tive  aperture, and the other an isophotal correction. For each object, adaptive 
aperture m ethod computes an e lhp tica l aperture w ith  e llip tic ity  e, position  angle ^ 
and size 6(7^80, where is the mean standard deviation o f the b ivaria te  Gaussian 
prohle o f the object. The counts iu  th is  aperture are m tegrated to  com pute the 
m agnitude.
SE xtractor uses the adaptive aperture magnitudes to  catalog the objects unless 
a neighbor is suspected to  bias the m agnitude by more than 0.1 m agnitude. In  such 
cases the corrected isophotal m agnitude is used.
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S tar/ga laxy classhicatio ii is done by S E xtractor using a neural network. The 
assumption th a t the galaxy images look more extended than  stars or QSO's is the 
basis o f the neural network used by SExtractor. The parameters are 8 isophotal 
areas, 1 peak intensity, and the seeing which is entered by the user. The isophotal 
areas are in  the un its  o f the "squared seeing (F W H M )". The ou tpu t contains o f 
a "s te lla rity  index':" 0 fo r a galaxy, 1 fo r a star, or any in term ediate value for 
ambiguous objects.
SE xtractor is used fo r doing photom etry on a ll the clusters we observed at the 
M D M  observatory. Since seeing is one o f the most im po rtan t parameters used by 
the sta r/ga laxy classiher used by SE xtractor, great care was taken in  com puting 
the seeing fo r in d iv id u a l images. The objects w ith  the ste lla r index less then 0.2 
were confirm ed by eye to  be galaxies using m u ltip le  images. For each cluster, rig h t 
ascensions and declinations o f a ll the objects w ith  th e ir ste lla r index less than  0.2, 
and R band magnitudes measured by S E xtractor w ith  th e ir measurement errors 
were tabulated.
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C H AP TER  7 
A R C H IV E  D ATA
In  th is  chapter we discuss the A u tom atic P late M easuring (A P M ) and Sloan 
D ig ita l Sky Survey (SDSS) archives used to  obta in  data to  supplement the CCD 
observations. The archives contain photom etric data and include sta r/ga laxy clas- 
sihcation fo r the objects.
7.1 A u tom atic  P late Measuring (A P M ) Catalog
The A utom atic P late M easuring (A P M ) machine (F igure 16) is a N ationa l As­
tronom y F ac ility  run  by the In s titu te  o f Astronom y iu  Cambridge. The A P M  fac ih ty  
typ ica lly  processes a data stream  o f well over 10 Cbytes per day from  which the pa­
rameters o f about 1 m iUion images are extracted. The facü ity  has d ig itized the hrst 
generation of The N a tiona l Geographic Society-Palom ar Observatory Sky Survey 
(PO SSl) to  20 degrees from  the G alactic plane and southern U K  Schm idt Telescope 
(U KST) survey to  30 degrees from  the G alactic plane w ith  a few missing parts. 
A lthough, a large p a rt o f the service provided by th is  fac ih ty  consists o f o ff-line data 
processing, POSSl and U K S T data have been made available on-hne which include 
photom etry o f the objects. Position and photom etry data fo r 83 A be ll clusters were 
obtained from  the A P M  site. F igure 17 and 18 show the PO SSl and U K S T cover­
age. The w hite regions are the regions o f the galactic plane and are not covered by 
the smveys.
The A P M  system uses a fast laser m icrodensitom eter w ith  a dedicated hardware- 
based fron t end fo r signal preprocessing. C ontro l o f the hardware, com m unication
36
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Figure 16 The A u tom atic  P late M easuring (A P M ) machine
w ith  the m icrodensitom eter, and data acqu isition are done using a com puter w ith  an 
average transfer ra te  o f 1 M byte /s. The signal cond ition ing hardware, program mable 
via  the PC interface, perform s 16-bit analog to  d ig ita l conversion and look-up-table 
(LU T) transform ations hrom transm ission to  density (or in tens ity), and d ig ita lly  
smears the spot i f  required. The com puter controls the  complete scanning system, 
forms the contro l interface fo r the user, and also carries out the image analysis. The 
high scanning speed is achieved by sweeping the laser beam across the plate in  strips 
2 mm wide using an acousto-optic dehector. A  massive a; — ?/ tab le  is used to  move 
the plate re la tive  to  the beam and a scan is b u ilt up by m oving the table in  the 
direction w ith  the z  coordinate Axed. Subsequently the tab le  is moved 2 mm in  z 
and another ?/ s trip  is measured. Each scan line w ith in  the 2 mm  s trip  is d ig itized  
in to  256 samples a t 7/^m spacing. The rm s repea tab ility  (expected deviation in  the 
signal) is 0.5// fo r bo th  axes. The scanning and processing tim e fo r a complete
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U K  or Paiom ar Schm idt p la te at 0.5 arcsec resolution is ju s t over 4 hours.
The m a jo rity  o f the A P M  objects have an in te rna l position accuracy of approxi­
m ate ly 0.1 arcsec except stars b righ te r than about m agnitude and fu lly  resolved 
galaxies. The external accuracy is about 0.5 arcsec and is governed by the density 
and m agnitude range o f the astrom etric standards used, and is hm ited by residual 
plate d istortions and m agnitude-dependent term s.
The A P M  m agnitudes are given as "red" and "b lue " p la te magnitudes. For 
U KST survey plates "b lue " =  B j (i.e. 3900Â-5400Â bandpass) while "red" =  OR 
(i.e. 5900Â-6900À bandpass). For POSSl survey plates "b lue " =  O (i.e. 3200À- 
4900Â bandpass) w h ile  "red " =  E (i.e. 6200À- 6800À bandpass). The m agnitude 
lim its  o f the com m only used plates to  w ith in  0.5 m agnitude are: U K S T/P 0S S 2 
B j=22.5; U K S T/P 0S S 2 R=21.0; POSSl E=20.0, PO SSl 0=21 .5 . In te rna l accu­
racy fo r the m a jo rity  o f images brigh te r than 1 m agnitude above the plate h m it are 
typ ica lly  0.1 m agnitude, w ith  the same exceptions as in  position  accuracy. External 
accuracy is about 0.3 m agnitudes for the fa in te r images b u t can be much worse than 
th is  (i.e. l-b  m agnitudes) fo r b rig h t images. T h is was a problem  for th is  pro ject as 
discussed in  section 7.3.
7.2 Sloan D ig ita l Sky Survey
The Sloan D ig ita l Sky Survey (SDSS) is an am bitious astronom ical survey th a t 
maps in  de ta il one-quarter o f the entire sky, determ ining the positions and m agni­
tudes o f more than  100 m ilhon objects. I t  also provides distance measurements to  
more than a m illion galaxies and quasars. Apache Point Observatory, site the o f the 
SDSS telescopes, is operated by the A strophysical Research Consortium  (ARC ).
SDSS is a jo in t pro ject of The U n iversity o f Chicago, Ferm ilab, the In s titu te  
for Advanced Study, the Japan P a rtic ipa tion  Group, The Johns Hopkins Univer-
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Figure 19 SDSS 2.5 M eter Telescope
sity, the Los Alam os N ationa l Laboratory, the  M ax-P lanck-Institn te  fo r Astronom y 
(M P IA ), the M ax-P lanck-Institn te  fo r Astrophysics (M P A ), New Mexico State U n i­
versity, U n iversity o f P ittsburgh , P rinceton U niversity, the U nited States Naval 
Observatory, and the U n iversity o f W ashington. The p ro ject is funded by the A l­
fred P. Sloan Foundation, the p a rtic ip a ting  in s titu tio n s , the N ational Aeronautics 
and Space A dm in is tra tion , the N ationa l Science Foundation, the U.S. Departm ent 
o f Energy, the Japanese Monbukagakusho, and the M ax P lanck Society.
The 2.5-meter Sloan telescope has a wide-angle view, and is it  made specihcaHy 
to  create a map o f the sky. The telescope uses CCD cameras and two spectrographs. 
Figure 19 shows the telescope po in ting  tow ard zenith. The boxy m etal structure  
is the outer w ind baSe, m ounted separately from  the rest o f the telescope. The 
telescope scans the sky at the sidereal rate. As o f O ctober 2004, three data releases 
have been made pub lic  by SDSS th a t cover 5282 square degrees of the northern
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hemisphere. F igure 20 show the data release 3 (DR3) sky coverage o f SDSS.
The filter system used by SDSS is summarized in Table 4.
Table 4 SDSS hlters
F ilte r Ac FW H M
u' 3540 A 570 A
9' 4770 A 1370 A
f ' 6230 A 1370 A
i ' 7630 A 1530 A
y 9130 A 950 A
Figure 21 shows the SDSS h lte r system response curves. The responses are shown 
w ith ou t atm ospheric extinction  (upper curves) and as m odified by the extinction  at
1.2 airmasses (lower curves). The curves represent expected to ta l quantum  efhcien- 
cies o f the camera plus telescope on the sky.
The lim itin g  m agnitudes at the  detection lim it, S /N  5:1, is about u ' =  22.3, 
y  =  23.3, /  =  23.1, f  =  22.5 and 2/  =  20.8. These lim itin g  m agnitudes are fo r
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Figure 21 SDSS filte r response
stars, and those fo r galaxies are typ ica lly  between h a lf a m agnitude and a m agnitude 
brigh te r a t the  same signal to  noise ra tio . We are concerned w ith  the red m agnitude, 
since most cluster galaxies are red, the lim itin g  m agnitude fo r the galaxies o f in terest 
is r'ru  22.
Figure 22 shows the completeness o f SDSS in  r ' band as compared to  the Clas­
sifying Objects by M edium -Band Observations (CO M BO ) survey. COM BO survey 
has imaged 1 square degree o f sky in  17 filte rs  using the W ide F ie ld Imager a t the 
M PG /ESO  2.2-m telescope at La S illa , Chile. The 17 passband allow  classification 
in to  stars, galaxies and quasars to  R <  24 (W o lf 2004).
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7.3 Comparison o f the A P M , Sloan and M D M  Samples
Sloan D ig ita l Sky Survey (SDSS) is an a ll d ig ita l survey th a t is more recent and 
contains fa in te r objects than  the d ig itized  A P M  survey. We decided to  compare the 
A P M  survey data w ith  Sloan survey data to  check the consistency o f the photom etry 
done in  two d ifferent sets o f data. The photom etry o f the sample observed at the 
M D M  observatory is done using the software S E xtractor which uses a m ethod d if­
ferent than bo th  A P M  catalog and SDSS, therefore, i t  is also im portan t to  compare 
the M D M  results to  A P M  catalog and SDSS for consistency checks.
As o f October 2004, the A P M  catalog is s t ill about 3 tim es (15000 degrees^/5282 
degrees^) larger in  survey area than  SDSS, and contains a ll the clusters o f our sample 
drawn from  SDSS and the clusters observed a t the M D M  observatory. Therefore, 
the photom etry o f a ll the  clusters o f the samples drawn from  SDSS and the clus­
ters observed at the M D M  obser\% tory are compared w ith  the A P M  sample. Five
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common clusters between the SDSS and the M D M  samples which are also compared.
In  order to  compare the photom etry o f in d iv idua l clusters, a region o f 0.2 M pc 
from  the cluster centers is chosen. In  order to  do th is, the regions in  arc-seconds 
corresponding to  0.2 M pc are calculated from  the center o f each cluster using ^ =  
0 .2 /r w ith  the angular size distance.
(Peacock 1999). AU the galaxies w ith  angular distance (^ ) smaUer than ^ from  the 
cluster center are kept. is determ ined using
cos((^) =  sin(^c) sin((^) +  cos(Jc) cos(^) cos(ac — a ),
where Ac and are the center coordinates, and a  and are the coordinates o f 
the in d iv idua l galaxies. Each galaxy in  a cluster to  be compared from  the Sloan 
survey is used to  look fo r a galaxy in  the corresponding cluster from  the A P M  survey 
w ith in  the distance o f 2 arc-seconds, accounting fo r any position  errors. S im ilarly, 
the clusters from  the M D M  sample are also compared w ith  the A P M  survey. The 
same is done to  compare common clusters between the Sloan and the M D M  samples.
The foUowing Ugures show the com parison done using the above m ethod. Figures 
on the le ft show apparent m agnitude verses apparent m agnitude p lots fo r the same 
galaxies from  two different surveys. A  line w ith  a slope of 1 is p lo tted  fo r reference on 
these plots. Figures on the rig h t show the  locations o f the galaxies from  tw o different 
surveys confirm ing th a t the same galaxies are being compared. M agnitudes from  
the A P M  data do not agree w ith  SDSS data fo r b righ t galaxies. For some clusters 
(e.g. A2255) the data do not agree fo r most o f the galaxies. D ata from  M D M  are in  
strong agreement w ith  SDSS. Th is makes the data from  the A P M  survey unusable 
in  generating lum inosity  functions.
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CHAPTER 8
LU M IN O S IT Y  FU N C TIO N S
In  th is  chapter we discuss how the absolute m agnitudes are computed fo r the 
cluster galaxies. We discuss the m ethod used to  generate the lum inosity  functions, 
and present the lum inosity  functions fo r our entire sample.
8.1 Absolute M agnitude
In  order to  compare diTerent clusters, i t  is im po rtan t to  calibrate the m agnitude 
measurements. The absolute m agnitude, M , an object is given b y M  =  m — — A
where m is the apparent m agnitude and A  is the galactic absorption. // is a function  
of distance and therefore, depends on the cosmology used, the Hubble constant, and 
the redshift o f the object. For A ^  =  0.25 and A t= 0 .75 ,
// — 42.384 — 5 log(h) +  51og(z) +  51og(l +  z) +  51og(l — 0.1875z).
Appendix A  shows the deriva tion  o f //. Here the distance used contains the K - 
correction.
8.2 G alactic Absorption
A  galaxy appears fa in te r in  any given bandpass depending on the am ount of 
the dust from  the M ilk y  W ay in  the line o f site to  the galaxy. The absorption in  
the R bandpass can be approxim ated by A^ =  0.07(csc|6| — 1) fo r |6| <  50 and 
A_R =  0 fo r |6| >  50 (Bandage 1973). The extinction  can be com puted, fo r a given 
direction and filte r, i f  the am ount o f dust is known in  th a t d irection. Schlegel et
64
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al (1998) present a fn ll-sky  100 map, com monly referred to  as SPD map, th a t 
is a reprocessed composite o f the C O B E /D IR B E  and IR A S / ISSA maps, w ith  the 
zodiacal foreground and po in t sources removed. The huxes can be converted to  a 
number propo rtiona l to  dust colum n density. The extinction  in  a given bandpass 
can be found by using th is  dust extinction  value fo r a given galactic coordinate are 
made pub lic ly  available by Schlegel et al. F igure 23 and 24 show the extinction  
images fo r the northern and the southern hemispheres o f our galaxy. The outer rim  
of the images correspond to  the galactic equator and hence show the most amount 
o f extinction. These dust maps are used to  fin d  the in te rs te lla r absorption in  the R 
band fo r the clusters we observed and the clusters obtained from  the A P M  archives. 
The SDSS archive contain the extinction  th a t are derived from  the SFD map.
The absolute m agnitudes fo r a ll the cluster galaxies from  a ll the sources used 
fo r th is  p ro ject (CCD observations, A P M  data and SDSS data) are com puted using 
the average redshifts w ith  respect to  the cosmic background rad ia tion  (z), galaxy 
magnitudes in  red, and the in te rga lactic absorption (A_R) using M  =  m  — 42.384 +  
5 log(h) — 51og(z) — 51og(l +  z) — 51og(l — 0.1875z) — A.
8.3 Lum inosity Functions
The Lum inosity function  fo r a galaxy cluster gives the num ber d is trib u tio n  for 
the lum inosity o f the cluster galaxies. The in teg ra l lum inosity  function  Y (L )  is the 
number o f galaxies w ith  lum inosities greater than  L , w hile the diSerentia l lum inosity 
function u (L )d L  is the  num ber o f galaxies w ith  lum inosities between L  and L  +  dL. 
Lum inosity functions are often defined in  term s o f m agnitudes m  oc —2.5 log (L ) 
w ith  7V(m) being num ber o f galaxies brigh te r than  the m agnitude of m . There are 
three types o f ana ly tica l functions th a t have com m only been used fo r h ttin g  the 
lum inosity functions.
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Figure 23 SFD Dust Map for Norther Galactic Hemisphere
1. A  form proposed by Zwicky (1957):
A (M )  =
where A  is a constant and is the magnitude of the first brightest galaxy.
2. Two intersecting power lows suggested by AbeH (1975):
where and Ag are constants and the slops are approximately % 0.75 
and 52 % 0.25, and the power laws cross at M  =  M *, making ATi 4- Si M * =  
A i T  5 i A f ' .
3. A function proposed by Schechter (1976):
n (A f)d M  =  A: A *
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Figure 24 SFD Dust Map for Southern Galactic Hemisphere
where M * is the characteristic magnitude, or the 'knee', of the LF, a  is the 
slope of the faint end of the function. A; —ln (10)/2 .5 , and A * is determined by 
requiring that the total number of galaxies expected by the Schechter function 
equal the number of galaxies in a given magnitude range.
Figure 25 shows all of the above functions fit to the LF generated for the cluster 
AbeU 2244. Unlike the Zwicky function, the Schechter function does not depend 
on the magnitude of the brightest cluster galaxy and therefore, shows a better fit 
at the bright end of LF. The Schechter function is also continuous like the Zwicky 
function opposed to a discontinuous Abell function. We use Schechter functions for 
our project to compute M *'s  for our sample. These M * values are than used for 
investigating the possible connection w ith the cluster metalhcities.
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Figure 25 LF of A2244 with Analytical Functions Fits
8.4 Generating Luminosity Functions
Cluster data are sorted by brightness iu 10 bins w ith the bin centers ranging from  
apparent magnitudes of 12 to 23. The bins include the brightest cD galaxies and 
galaxies fainter than the telescope limits. Each bin is corrected for background held 
galaxies using the background data obtained from SDSS. The number of background 
galaxies in each bin is estimated by averaging the number of galaxies in those bins 
from the helds centered on 4 Mpc east and west of the clusters in the SDSS sample. 
Figure 26 shows the plot of average number of galaxies per square Mpc verses 
apparent magnitude. It  is found that number of galaxies A^(m) per square degrees 
per magnitude in the R  band can be approximated by log # (m ) =  0.42 m — 5.0. 
This result agrees w ith the findings by Parohn et al. (2003) of log jV(m ) =  (0.39 ±  
0.063) (4 .67±1.01).
Schechter functions are ht to the held corrected bins to compute M * values for 
ah the sample clusters. Towards the bright ends of the LFs. the hts exclude the
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Figure 26 Average background from  SDSS
brigh t cD galaxies, and galaxies fa in te r than  the apparent m agnitudes between 21 
and 22 on the fa in t end. Even though the e lective  lim itin g  m agnitude o f the SDSS 
telescope is 22, varia tions in  airmass could make th is  lim it b righ te r fo r some image. 
Figures on the fo llow ing pages show the LFs and Schechter function  fits  to  a ll the 
clusters in  our sample. The hgures also show the images o f the clusters in  X-ray, 
obtained from  the ASCA archive, and position  p lots o f the cluster galaxies using 
the SDSS data. The circles around the X -ray images are drawn w ith  a radius o f 500 
Kpc.
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CHAPTER 9
RESULTS A N D  CONCLUSIONS
In  th is  chapter we present results h"om the lum inosity function  of ah the clusters 
in  our sample. We also graph AÇ , a , and the redshifts versus the X -ray m etahicities 
o f the IC M  for the clusters.
9.1 IC M  M etah ic ity  and the C luster Lum inosity Functions
The m etah icity o f the in tra -c luste r m edium  is measured using brem sstrahlung 
X-rays from  the cluster centers. Th is m etah ic ity  is more than what is expected in  
a p rim ord ia l gas. Th is suggests th a t the IC M  is enriched w ith  metals from  the ISM  
of the cluster galaxies. I f  th is  is true , a connection between the IC M  m etah ic ity and 
optica l parameters o f the galaxies can be expected. In  ehorts to  param eterize the 
op tica l data from  the clusters, we have generated lum inosity functions o f a sample 
o f clusters w ith  a w ide m etah ic ity  range. The lum inosity functions are used to  
compute a characteristic m agnitude and the fa in t-end slope for each cluster. 
This is done by fittin g  Schechter function  o f the form
to  the cluster lum inosity  functions. The param eters are as described in  chapter 8.
Results are presented in  Table 5 and Table 6. The columns contain the fo llow ing 
data:
CoZwmn (1).— Abeh number.
Colwmn, (2).— Redshift from  Horner (2001) confirm ed w ith  Rood (1999).
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CoZîimn (3).— IC M  m e ta llic ity  from  Horner (2001) and W h ite  (2000).
Colum n (4).— 90% conhdence in te rva l fo r m eta llic ity.
Column (5).— Characteristic absolute m agnitude from  the cluster lum inosity 
fim ctions.
Colum n (6).— a, representing the faint-end slope o f the cluster lum inosity func­
tions.
Column (7).— %^/z/ fo r the Schechter function  hts to  the lum inosity functions, i/ 
is the degrees o f freedom.
Table 5 Results from  M D M  data
C luster Z ( Z@) 90 %cl a
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
A0963 0.21 0.34 0.26 - 0.42 -22.7 ± 0.1 0.00 ±  0.14 0.11
A0990 0.14 0.23 0 .1 8 -0 .2 7 -22.9 ± 0.5 -0.30 ±  0.47 2.21
A1068 0.14 0.42 0.36 - 0.48 -22.9 ± 0.5 -0.20 ±  0.63 1.77
A1204 0.17 0.35 0.28 - 0.43 -23.3 ± 0.4 -1.20 ±  0.25 0.99
A1553 0.17 0.25 0.18 - 0.32 -22.2 ± 0.6 0.30 ±  0.94 2.41
A1650 0.08 0.40 0.37 - 0.43 -22.6 ± 0.4 -0.70 ±  0.45 0.58
A1689 0.18 0.32 0.28 - 0.37 -22.6 ± 0.4 0.40 ±  0.64 0.90
A1914 0.17 0.30 0.24 - 0.36 -23.1 d: 0.6 -1.20 ±  0.37 0.96
A1942 0.22 0.27 0.12 - 0.44 -22.4 4: 0.3 -0.80 ±  0.31 0.19
A2034 0.11 0.29 0.23 - 0.34 -22.6 ± 0.3 -1.00 ±  0.24 0.31
A2104 0.16 0.32 0.26 - 0.38 -22.7 ± 0.5 -0.70 ±  0.49 1.31
A2142 0.09 0.28 0.23 - 0.33 -22.8 ± 0.3 -0.90 ±  0.20 0.87
A2204 0.15 0.39 0.34 - 0.44 -23.2 ± 0.2 -0.80 ±  0.17 0.09
A2218 0.18 0.20 0 .1 4 -0 .2 5 -22.3 ± 0.9 0.60 ±  2.17 2.76
A2219 0.23 0.27 0 .1 9 -0 .3 4 -22.8 ± 0.5 -0.40 ±  0.42 0.18
A2261 0.22 0.37 0.29 - 0.45 -22.8 ± 0.3 0.60 ±  0.61 0.77
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Cluster z 90 %cl M * a
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
A0267 0.23 0.26 0.17 - 0.34 -22.0 ±  0.1 -1.10 ±  0.06 0.02
A0611 0.29 0.19 0.12 - 0.27 -22.5 ±  0.2 -1.50 ±  0.10 0.04
A0697 0.28 0.24 0 .17 -0 .31 -22.5 ±  0.5 -1.60 4: 0.28 0.32
A0773 0.20 0.29 0.20 - 0.38 -22.1 ±  0.1 -1.40 4: 0.07 0.09
A0854 0.21 0.09 0.00 - 0.19 -22.3 ±  0.3 -1.40 ±  0.13 0.13
A0959 0.35 0.04 0.00 - 0.19 -22.3 ±  0.2 -1.20 ±  0.12 0.04
A0963 0.21 0.34 0.26 - 0.42 -21.8 ±  0.1 -1.20 ±  0.05 0.02
A0990 0.14 0.23 0.18 - 0.27 -22.2 ±  0.3 -1.40 4: 0.13 0.15
A1068 0.14 0.42 0.36 - 0.48 -22.4 ±  0.5 -1.50 4L 0.22 0.35
A1430 0.21 0.00 0.00 - 0.08 -21.2 ±  0.1 -1.20 ±  0.05 0.00
A1553 0.17 0.25 0.18 - 0.32 -21.9 ±  0.1 -1.20 4: 0.06 0.03
A1576 0.30 0.25 0 .1 4 -0 .3 6 -22.0 ±  0.3 -1.20 ±  0.20 0.14
A1650 0.08 0.40 0.37 - 0.43 -22.7 ±  0.5 -1.80 ±  0.11 0.21
A1682 0.23 0.21 0.10 - 0.32 -22.5 ±  0.2 -1.50 4: 0.08 0.10
A1689 0.18 0.32 0.28 - 0.37 -22.3 ±  0.3 -1.10 4: 0.19 0.39
A1704 0.22 0.37 0.26 - 0.49 -22.6 ±  0.2 -1.40 ±  0.10 0.01
A1763 0.19 0.12 0.05 - 0.19 -21.6 ±  0.2 -1.40 4: 0.15 0.12
A1774 0.17 0.08 0.02 - 0.14 -21.6 ±  0.1 -1.30 ±  0.06 0.03
A1835 0.25 0.30 0.24 - 0.37 -21.7 4: 0.4 -0.80 ±  0.40 1.05
A1914 0.17 0.30 0.24 - 0.36 -22.7 ±  0.2 -1.60 4L 0.08 0.12
A1942 0.22 0.27 0.12 - 0.44 -22.8 ±  0.4 -1.50 4: 0.12 0.19
A1995 0.32 0.19 0.01 - 0.36 -21.6 ±  0.5 -1.00 4L 0.47 0.52
A2029 0.08 0.32 0.29 - 0.35 -22.4 ±  0.2 -1.40 ±  0.07 0.29
A2034 0.11 0.29 0.23 - 0.34 -22.3 ±  0.3 -1.50 4: 0.10 0.22
A2142 0.09 0.28 0.23 - 0.33 -22.7 ±  0.2 -1.40 4: 0.07 0.24
A2219 0.23 0.27 0.19 - 0.34 -22.7 ±  0.4 -1.40 4: 0.19 0.34
A2244 0.10 0.29 0.25 - 0.33 -22.4 ±  0.2 -1.60 4: 0.07 0.09
A2255 0.08 0.31 0.26 - 0.35 -23.3 ±  0.4 -1.60 4: 0.08 0.30
A2259 0.16 0.18 0.12 - 0.24 -22.2 ±  0.0 -1.40 4: 0.02 0.00
A2670 0.08 0.25 0.18 - 0.33 -22.6 ±  0.6 -1.60 4: 0.15 0.68
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Figure 27 and 28 show the plots o f m etahicity versus the "kuee" of the 
lum inosity  functions, fo r M D M  and SDSS data respectively. The figures show a 
weak trend  o f increaatng brightness fo r fo r clusters w ith  increasing m etahicity. 
Since the sizes o f the error-bars are re la tive ly large, there is no strong support for 
the trend. The best h ts are used as indicators fo r a possible trend.
-21
Best fit
-21.5
-22
-22.5
-23.5
-24
0.1 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.450.25 0.5
Metallicity ( Z@)
Figure 27 ÀÇ versus M etah ic ity  (M D M  data)
W hen the data are b inned around the m edian value o f m etah ic ity range (0.31 
Z@ fo r M D M  and 0.26 Z@ fo r SDSS), and compared w ith  low  m eta lhcity clusters, on 
an average, the higher m etah ic ity clusters are found to  be 0.2 m agnitudes brigh te r 
fo r M D M  data and 0.4 magnitudes b righ te r fo r SDSS data.
The parameters derived from  the lum inosity  functions, are a, depend on 
the availabihty o f the data a t the fa in t end o f the functions. For d istan t clusters 
the amount o f data a t the fa in t end o f the lum inosity  functions is not sufhcient to  
compute the fa in t-end slope o f the functions w ith  certa inty. The fa in t-end slope 
also plays a role in  determ ining the value fo r M ^, w hich is ihustra ted  in  F igure 29.
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Figure 28 AÇ versus M e ta llic ity  (SDSS data)
Therefore, uucerta iu ty iu  measuring a  induces uncerta in ty in  the measurement of 
M)!'. I f  on ly nearby clusters are used, a  and can be determ ined w ith  im proved 
certainty. For SDSS data, cluster w ith  redshift <  0.2 provide us w ith  data for 
the fa in t-end slope at least up to  3 magnitudes beyond AÇ . Th is results in  better 
measurements o f a  and hence AÇ. F igure 30 is a p lo t o f m etah ic ity  versus for 
cluster w ith  redshift <  0.2 fo r SDSS data. Some o f the M D M  observations were 
done on non-photom etric nights. Th is depleted the num ber o f galaxies towards the 
faint-end o f the lum inosity functions. Therefore, a redsh ift constra in t on M D M  
data does not lead to  be tte r measurements o f M)*. W ith  redsh ift constrain t on the 
SDSS data, when the data are binned around the m edian value o f new m etah ic ity 
range (0.29 Z@), and compared w ith  low  m eta lhcity clusters, on an average, the 
higher m eta lhcity clusters are found to  be 0.5 m agnitudes b righ te r. Th is is a smah 
improvement in  the contrast between AÇ' fo r low -m etah ic ity clusters and fo r 
h igh-m etah icity clusters.
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Figure 31 is a p lo t o f a  versus m eta llic ity . A  week trend can be expected due to  
the trends between a  and AÇ (F igure 29) and, and m e ta llic ity  (Figure 30). As 
discussed in  the in troduction , it  has been suggested th a t decreasing galactic mass 
can lead to  increasing outhow o f metals from  the galaxies due to  th a t fact th a t lower- 
mass (fa in t) galaxies have shallower po ten tia l wells. I f  such a corre lation exists, a 
re la tion  between num ber o f fa in t galaxies and IC M  m e ta llic ity  can be expected. 
Bigger values o f |a| correspond to  greater number o f fa in t galaxies. Figure 31 is 
in  qua lita tive  agreement w ith  th is. T h is result, i f  confirm ed w ith  improved data, 
imphes th a t supernovae outhows could be one o f the dom inant mechanisms fo r IC M  
enrichment. Bigger values o f |o!| also corresponds to  greater densities. G reater 
densities make ram  pressure s tripp ing  and galaxy-galaxy in teractions more likely. 
Therefore, the results also support these mechanisms.
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Figure 30 versus M etallicity for nearby clusters (SDSS archive)
9.2 ICM M etallicity and Redshift
As discussed in the introduction, if ram-pressure stripping is a dominant mechar- 
nism for transferring m etallicity to the IC M  from the ISM , clusters that are further 
away would have had less events of such transfer. This is because it would take 
time for cluster galaxies to plunge through the primordial IC M . If  this is the case, 
a relation between redshift and IC M  m etallicity can be expected. Figure 32 is a 
plot of IC M  m etallicity in solar units versus redshift. The results are in agreement 
with Mushotzky &  Loewenstein (1997) and Homer (2001) showing no correlation 
of m etallicity w ith redshift. Better m etallicity measurements are needed to reach a 
definitive conclusion.
9.3 Future Work
This project provides marginal evidence of a connection between the m etallicity 
of the intra-cluster and the galaxies w ithin the clusters. The errors in the metallic­
ity  and Af)* measurements make it difficult to claim w ith certainty that there is a
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Figure 31 a  versus M e ta llic ity  fo r nearby clusters (SDSS archive) 
connection.
The m e ta llic ity  error-bars are from  the m odel h ttin g  to  the X -ray spectra th a t 
come from  the  ASCA telescope. The spectral resolution (E /A E ) of ASCA is 50 at 
6 keV. New generation X -ray telescope Chandra, has spectral resolution o f o f 60- 
1000 fo r an energy range o f 0.5 -10 keV. Therefore, Chandra can provide m eta lhcity 
measurements w ith  much sm aller errors.
The IC M  m e ta llic ity  varies from  region to  region in  a given cluster (De G randi 
&  M olendi 2001; W h ite  2000). The m e ta llic ity  used fo r th is  project is found using 
a ll the X -ray lig h t received from  the clusters. T h is smoothes out any gradient in  the 
m e ta llic ity  th a t could exist. I t  also induces spread in  the spectral line resu lting in to  
larger errors in  m eta lhc ity  measurements. The spatia l resolution of the Chandra 
telescope is less than  T ' compared to  20% photons w ith in  T for ASCA. Such higher 
resolution o f can provide be tte r measurements fo r the m eta lhcity gradients.
The error in  AÇ measurements are from  the Schechter function  hts to  the lu ­
m inosity functions, %^/z/ values fo r our h ts are sm all p rovid ing us w ith  10%
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Figure 32 T o ta l M e ta llic ity  versus Redshift
p ro b a b ility  o f ge tting sm aller %^/z/ values. Therefore, the errors in  M)!" and a  p ri­
m a rily  depend on the number o f held galaxies in  each m agnitude bin. I f  a sample o f 
nearby clusters w ith  redshifts o f in d iv id u a l galaxies is observed, the cluster members 
can easily be identihed. In  such case, there would be no need to  subtract the held 
galaxies, and the error induced by the  held galaxies can be elim inated. This can 
result in  much sm aller errors in  the AC and a  measurement.
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A P P E N D IX
ABSO LU TE M A G N ITU D E  
A  diRerence o f 5 magnitudes equals to  a factor o f 100 in  apparent brightness. 
The m agnitude scale is logarithm ic and therefore,
m — 5 _  log(100 X / )  
m  lo g (/)
where m  is the apparent m agnitude and /  is the observed hux from  an object. The 
above equation can be rew ritten  as
m  =  —2.51og(/).
F lux  ( / )  depends on the lum inosity  (L ) and the distance (r)  to  the object.
The distance m odulus which is the diSerence between the absolute m agnitude 
(M ) and the apparent m agnitude (m ) fo r an object would depend on the hux re­
ceived from  the object (/m ), and the hux th a t would be received (/M ) i f  the object 
were at a distance o f 10 parsec, since the  absolute m agnitude is the m agnitude o f 
an object i f  i t  were at the distance o f 10 parsec.
M  -  m  =  2 .51og (/m //M ),
which translates to
M  — m  =  51og(10 p c /r) .
M  — m  is called the distance m odulus.
125
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For an object in  the Hubble how, the hun inosity distance, r , is
c l  +  go sA
where l i f  is the Hubble constant, z is the redsh ift and % =  O.SAm — A*,. A ^  and A^ 
are the density parameters (Peacock 1999). S ubstitu ting  the r  above in to  M  — m 
gives us
M  — m  5 log
This can be re w ritte n  as,
/  l O O h x l O p c  \
^ " l ° g  ( c ( !  +  . ) ( . -  0.1875.^) j '
w ith  100 A =  Lfo in  the un its o f K m /s /M p c , A ^  =  0.25 and A t= 0 .75  (Bahcall 2000). 
This can be sim plified  to,
M  — m  51og(100 X 10 pc /c) +  5 log(h ) — 5 log(z) — 5 lo g (l +  z) — 5 lo g (l — 0 .1875z), 
which reduces to
M  — m  —42.385 +  5 log(h) — 5 log(z) — 51og(l +  z) — 51og(l — 0.1875z)
fo r c =  2.998 x  10^ K m /s.
The above distance m odulus is bo lom etric and assumes no galactic extinction . 
For a given bandpass ( i) , a fter correcting fo r the  extinction  (A^), the absolute mag­
n itude becomes,
Af) m , — 42.385 -I- 5 log(h) — 5 log(z) — 5 lo g (l -t- z) — 5 lo g (i — 0.18 f5z) — ,
or simply,
A fi =  TTli — — A ;,
w ith
^  42.385 — 5 log(A) 4- 5 log (z) -t- 51og(l z) - f 51og(l — 0.1875z).
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